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Abstract: Snake robots are composed of multiple links and joints and have a high degree of freedom.
They can perform various motions and can overcome various terrains. Snake robots need additional
driving algorithms and sensors that acquire terrain data in order to overcome rough terrains such as
grasslands and slopes. In this study, we propose a driving assistant mechanism (DAM), which assists
locomotion without additional driving algorithms and sensors. In this paper, we confirmed that the
DAM prevents a roll down on a slope and increases the locomotion speed through dynamic simulation
and experiments. It was possible to overcome grasslands and a 27 degrees slope without using
additional driving controllers. In conclusion, we expect that a snake robot can conduct a wide range of
missions well, such as exploring disaster sites and rough terrain, by using the proposed mechanism.
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1. Introduction

Biological snakes can overcome environmental irregularities such as rocky or grassy terrain,
narrow spaces, and slopes by using different types of gait and body shapes [1,2]. Recently, research has
been actively conducted to apply the biological locomotion of snakes through mimicry to robots [3–5].
Furthermore, many researchers studied new gait types for snake robots that have higher locomotion
efficiency than a biological snake or novel locomotion properties [6,7]. The scale geometry of snake
robots has been studied to stabilize their motion [8]. In addition, snake robots can be used to explore
terrain or find missing people in disasters and can be utilized in various situations such as earthquake,
fire site, and pipe inspections [9–11].

However, to overcome environmental irregularities, such as those that are found following
disasters, snake robots need to use the optimal gait type according to the terrain, and a complex
mathematical model to find the optimal gait type for each terrain is required [12–16]. In addition,
a complicated semi-autonomous algorithm is needed to change the optimal gait type based on the
terrain after receiving information about the terrain from additional sensors [17–19]. Furthermore,
to support locomotion of snake robots in extreme environments, a mechanical design to overcome
rough terrain, such as a wheel-based snake robot [20,21] or a skin drive snake robot [22], has to be
considered. Especially in the case of a steep slope, a snake robot needs an additional sensor to receive
information about the frictional force of the slope terrain, and the optimal gait type for the slope
should be considered to prevent the snake robot from rolling down the steep slope, like Figure 1a. As a
result, to overcome a steep slope, snake robots need to consider additional sensors and sophisticated
algorithms to find the optimal gait type [23–25].
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Figure 1. Conceptual diagram for locomotion of a snake robot (a) without a driving assistant mechanism
(DAM) and (b) with a DAM.

In 2006, Shugen Ma et al. created a snake-like robot that was able to overcome a 20 degrees
steep slope at a maximum forward speed of 0.2 m/s by applying the optimum winding angle to each
joint [23]. In 2017, a research group demonstrated through simulation that a snake robot equipped with
an encoder and inertia measurement unit (IMU) sensor could overcome slopes of from 5 to 25 degrees
by predicting the angle of the slope through the sensor value. In this simulation, the gait type for the
snake robot only considered rolling motion [24]. In addition, in 2020, DONGFANG LI et al. applied a
motion planning algorithm and drive wheels to a multi-joint snake-like robot to overcome a slope of
7 degrees at a maximum speed of 0.4 m/s [25]. In conclusion, many researchers have been actively
researching to find the optimal gait type for snake robots by using sensors and driving algorithms to
overcome steep slopes.

There has been no research into the additional mechanisms or body shapes of a snake robot that
can help snake robots to move efficiently on steep slopes, like those shown in Figure 1. In addition,
the body shape of conventional snake robots is cylindrical or rectangular [1–6,9–15,17–22]. For this
reason, when the snake robot moves sideways on the steep slope, the robot rolls down, and the stability
is highly decreased. In conclusion, to operate a snake robot on a steep slope, it is necessary to study
additional mechanisms to prevent the roll down motion of the snake robot.

In this paper, we propose a driving assistant mechanism (DAM) that assists snake robots with
locomotion on steep slopes. A snake robot with a DAM is shown in Figure 1b. The DAM bears the
weight of the snake robot. So, the DAM can help to prevent the roll down motion when the snake
robot moves sideways on the steep slope. In addition, when a DAM is attached to a snake robot in
the manner shown in Figure 1b, Link1 (L1) reaches to Point A, and Link2 (L2) reaches to Point B,
distributing the weight of the snake robot to both sides. For this reason, the snake robot can overcome
the real environment, such as bushes or gravel. As a result, the DAM can help to support the weight of
the snake robot, which highly increases the driving stability. Furthermore, the driving algorithm for
supporting the weight of the snake and the sensor for detecting surface information will be simplified
due to the DAM, and the control efficiency will be highly increased compared to that of conventional
snake robots due to the simplified algorithm and sensors. As a result, the DAM presented in this paper
improves the snake robot’s driving performance on steep slopes. For this reason, the DAM with a
snake robot is expected to be used in various environments such as exploring terrain and saving lives
in disaster situations. In some research about centipede-like robots, there are similar robot structures
with a DAM, but there are significant differences. The DAM leg is an active actuator part that generates
locomotion in centipede robots, while it is a passive structure that just prevents rolling in snake robots.

The contents of the paper are organized as follows. In Section 2, to apply the DAM to the snake
robot, dynamic modeling of the DAM is conducted under a steep slope condition, and the design
of the snake robot with the DAM is covered. In Section 3, we measure how many slope angles can
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be covered when we attach the DAM to a snake, and compare the locomotion performance through
the locomotion experiments with and without a DAM in actual environments. Section 4 covers the
conclusions and future work.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Design of the Snake Robot with a DAM

The DAM was connected to the snake robot’s motor frame as shown in Figure 2a. As shown in
Figure 2b, the DAM has a linear shape and is attached to the servo motor that rotates in the pitch axis.
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Figure 2. Modeling of a snake robot with a DAM. (a) Snake robot with a DAM. (b) Design of the DAM.

Before manufacturing the DAM, we performed a finite element analysis (FEA) model as shown in
Figure 3 to confirm whether the DAM could withstand the gravity of the snake robot. The DAMs receive
the gravity of the snake robots when the snake robot performs a vertical wave motion. We supposed
that a force of 14 N is uniformly applied to the bottom of just one DAM. As shown in Figure 3a,
the part receiving the high force is the center point of the DAM, and the maximum value is 2.025 MPa.
The DAM is composed of high impact polystyrene (HIPS) material (Z-HIPS, Zortrax, Olsztyn, Poland),
and the allowable capacity of this material is 29.3 MPa, so it is clear that the material is appropriate
for making the DAMs. In Figure 3b, the portion with the maximum position is the end of the DAM,
and the largest value is 0.04 mm. When the snake robot performs a vertical motion on the slope,
the DAM is not heavily bent or damaged, so it can be confirmed that the stability of the DAM is enough
to perform the vertical motion.
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2.2. Dynamic Modeling of Driving Assistant Mechanism

When a snake robot without a driving assistant mechanism performs locomotion on a slope,
the reaction force of the force applied to the slope generates a torque on the snake robot, causing the
snake robot to rotate and roll down. If a DAM is attached to the snake robot, the rolling down can be
prevented and the stability of the snake robot can be increased. To test this, the snake robot made a
vertical motion on a slope and the angle of the slope was gradually increased in order to confirm the
maximum slope angle that snake robot could overcome.

As shown in Figure 4, the snake robot formed vertical waves on a slope, and the M1(servo motor
1) to M16 were connected by crossing each other at 90 degrees. In this case, the odd-numbered servo
motors rotated around the yaw axis, and the even-numbered servo motors rotated around the pitch
axis. When the snake robot performed the vertical motion, the odd-numbered servo motors were
fixed at 0 degrees, and the snake robot formed a vertical wave by using even-numbered servo motors.
Each rotation had a delay time of about 15 ms, and successive rotating occurred. After the rotation of
M16, the same process was repeated to create a vertical motion.
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Figure 4. Configuration for dynamic modeling of the snake robot with a DAM.

Looking at M1–M4, the motors formed a vertical wave before the motors’ operation. If M4 is
operated clockwise, the torque is applied clockwise (as showed by the red arrow) and M1–M3 also turn
clockwise. The DAM of M2 contacts the slope, then, an action force and reaction force are generated.
At this time, the generated reaction force acts uniformly on the DAM, as shown in Figure 5a. This force
can be substituted to a resultant force that acts on the center of the DAM and makes the torque
counterclockwise in the roll axis. In contrast, the torque caused by gravity acting on the snake robot
works clockwise in the roll axis, and the magnitude of the two torques determines whether the snake
robot is rolled down or not.

As shown in Figure 5b, when it lifts from the slope, the snake robot has initial angular velocity and
rotational kinetic energy that is counterclockwise and clockwise to the torque caused by gravity acting
on the snake robot. The magnitude of the opposing energy and torque determines whether the snake
robot is rolled down. When the rotational kinetic energy is consumed by the torque due to gravity,
whether the snake robot rolls down is determined based on the position of the center of gravity of the
snake robot. The snake robot turns clockwise due to the gravity torque when the center of gravity is
located on the right side of the Z-axis indicated by the dotted line in Figure 5c, and the snake robot
becomes an initial state. On the other hand, the snake robot turns counterclockwise due to the gravity
torque when the center of gravity is located on the left side of the Z-axis, and the snake robot rolls
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down. The condition of the snake robot rolling down is shown in Equation (1). From Figure 5c, θ2 can
be derived with the geometry of the snake robot using Equation (2).

∆θ >
π
2
− θ1 − θ2 (1)

θ2 = tan−1 Lcm

L2
(2)
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(b) Freebody diagram when the DAM lifted. (c) The moment when the center of mass located on
the z-axis.

To derive the value of the maximum slope angle that the snake robot can overcome, a dynamic
modeling was established by Equation (1) and the parameters in Table 1. In the case of vertical motion,
the average number of DAM contacts with the ground during vertical motion was derived from
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experiments. As a result, total gravity of the snake robot could be dispersed in two DAMs. If τ1 is
defined as the sum of the torque due to gravity Fg and the torque due to the reaction force Fm3 of Fm

which is the acting force due to the rotation of M4, the Equations (3)–(5) can be developed as below.

Fg =
16mg

2
(3)

Fm3 = Fm2 = LFm (4)

τ1 = Fm3L2 − FgL1 (5)

Table 1. Parameters for dynamic modeling.

Symbol Description Value Unit

L Length of the DAM
(Length of the Servo Motor)

0.09, 0.12, 0.15, 0.18
(0.045) m

Lcm Y coordinate of the one module’s center of mass 0.034 m
L1 Distance between rotational axis and gravity force - m
L2 Distance between rotational axis and action force - m
L3 Distance between rotational axis and gravity force - m
θ1 Degree of the inclined plane - rad
m Mass of the one module of the snake robot 0.175 kg

I Moment of inertia without DAM
(with DAM) 0.00097 (0.0012) kg·m2

KT Motor torque constant 1.23 A/N·m
i0 No load current 0.07 A
g Acceleration of gravity 9.81 m/s2

Fm2 Magnitude of substitution force of Fm - N
Fm3 Magnitude of reaction force of Fm2 - N

When M2 receives τ1 during ∆t, angular velocity is generated, which can be written as Equation (6).

τ1∆t = Iω0 (6)

As described above, the snake robot has a rotational kinetic energy, 1
2 Iω0

2 caused by the initial

angular velocity, and the torque,
θ1+∆θ∫
θ1

FgL3dθ due to gravity acts to prevent the rolling the snake robot

down until the center of mass of the snake robot reaches the Z-axis. Equation (7) is the condition in
which the center of mass of the snake robot is located to the left side of the Z-axis. This condition is the
same as that of the snake robot rolling down. Equation (8) is the result of substitution of the variables
in the Equation (7). From Equation (8), the maximum slope angle can be theoretically obtained.

1
2

Iω0
2 >

θ1+∆θ∫
θ1

FgL3dθ (7)

1
2

Iω0
2 >

16mg
2

θ1+( π2 −θ1−θ2)∫
θ1

(L
2

cosθ− Lcm sinθ
)
dθ (8)

Using a gyro sensor attached to M2, the angle of the roll, pitch, and yaw axis with respect to time
were measured, thereby obtaining the ∆t value used in the dynamic modeling. In addition, the torque
value used in dynamic modeling was obtained by measuring the current through experimentation
in a similarly configured environment. The value of the torque was determined by the motor torque
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constant of the servo motor, the no-load current value, and the current at specific times as shown in
Figure 6.
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2.3. Experiment of Slope Condition

Figure 7 shows the experiment configuration for verifying dynamic modeling. M4 operated when
the snake robot formed a vertical wave on a slope. In the state shown on the left in Figure 7, the M4
rotated by 30 degrees, and the DAM of the M2 pushed the bottom of the slope. Then, an acting force
and a reaction force were generated. The same procedure was performed after raising the slope angle,
and the maximum slope angle was measured. The maximum slope angles were measured when
the DAM was not equipped and when the DAM was equipped with lengths of 9 cm, 12 cm, 15 cm,
and 18 cm to confirm the influence of the length of the DAM.
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2.4. Locomotion Experiment for Various Gait Types

Snake robots should have various gait types to overcome rough terrain. In this section, we present
the results of measurements on the locomotion performance when the snake robot conducted vertical
motion, side winding motion, and sinus lifting motion on flatland. Each gait type of the snake robot is
as shown in Figure 8.

The configuration for the experiment is as shown in Figure 9. The snake robot was controlled by a
control PC, and a locomotion command was transmitted by a communication board (U2D2, Robotis).
The distance from the start point to the end point was 1.5 m, and the time required for reaching the
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end point was measured, and the speed of each motion was measured. The locomotion speed when no
DAM was attached and when the 12 cm DAM was attached were compared.
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2.5. Friction Experiment of the DAM and the Frame

The experiment measured the friction coefficient of the DAM and the frame (materials: Aluminum 6061)
that connects the servo motors of the snake robot because these friction properties may affect the
locomotion performance. A y-stage that can move the object uniformly and a 1 kg load cell were used
in the experiment. The y-stage that was attached to the load cell pushed the DAM and frame with
200 g weight. The friction coefficients of the DAM and the frame were obtained by the fundamental
friction equation for the friction force, normal force, and external force that were caused by the y-stage.
The experiment’s setup is shown in Figure 10.
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2.6. Locomotion Experiment for Various Terrains

The environment used for testing locomotion performance on a slope is shown in Figure 11.
The snake robot was placed on a 27 degree slope, and the slope was composed of grassland,
which interrupted the locomotion of the snake robot. The purpose of this experiment was to confirm
that the DAM works effectively to overcome the slope terrain without extra driving algorithms and
sensors. For this purpose, we analyzed whether the snake robot rolls down when performing vertical
motion, side winding motion, and sinus lifting motion on a slope.
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Figure 11. Experiment environment in rough terrain.

An experiment on a 12 degrees slope that had obstacles was conducted for verifying the ascending
performance of the DAM, as shown in Figure 12a. There were two types of obstacles used for testing
the role of the DAM. The first obstacles were gravel, branches, and grass, the second obstacles were a
small rock and large rock, as shown in Figure 12b,c. In this experiment, the vertical motion was used
because vertical motion is suitable for ascending a slope.
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(b) The experiments environments which have the grass, branches and gravel. (c) The experiments
environments which have the small and huge rock.

An experiment on a 30 degrees slope that had various obstacles was performed for verifying the
descending performance of the DAM, as shown in Figure 13. There were various obstacles such as
gravel, a small rock, a large rock, and branches with soil. In this experiment, the sinus lifting motion
was used because it is a stable motion. In addition, the experiment on the surface that is composed
of gravel was conducted for verifying the robustness of the performance of the DAM, as shown in
Figure 14. In this experiment, both the vertical motion and sinus lifting motion were used for testing
the locomotion performance.Appl. Sci. 2020, 10, x FOR PEER REVIEW 11 of 19 
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3. Results

3.1. Experiment Results of Slope Condition

A graph comparing the theoretical values with experiment values is shown in Figure 15.
The maximum error between the theoretical values and the experiment values was 49% when
the DAM length was 12 cm, and the minimum error value was 25% when the DAM length was 18 cm.
As the length of the DAM increased, the maximum slope angle increased. The theoretical values and
the experiment values were compared using a trend line and the method of least squares. As a result
of the least squares method, the gradient of the theoretical values’ trend line was 5.4, and the gradient
of the experiment values’ trend line was 6.8. It can be confirmed that the error of the ratio of the
maximum slope angle was 20.6%.Appl. Sci. 2020, 10, x FOR PEER REVIEW 12 of 19 
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The value of the moment of inertia was measured using the I-property function of Autodesk
inventor, and that may differ from the real value. The dynamic modeling did not consider the friction
characteristics of the DAM and the surface. In addition, in the process of measuring the current or
measuring ∆t, the values of the sensor may have differed from the real values. These issues may have
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caused the error between the theoretical values and the experiment values. In the future, it is possible
that the difference between the dynamic modeling and the experiment can be reduced by taking these
factors into consideration.

3.2. Locomotion Experiment Results for Various Gait Types

The average value of three repetitions of the experiment results with and without the DAM are
shown in Figure 16. When the DAM was not attached, the average value of the locomotion speed of the
vertical motion was 4.44 cm/sec, the sinus lift motion was 4.14 cm/sec, and the sidewinding motion was
20.49 cm/sec. When a 12 cm DAM was attached to the snake robot, the average value of the locomotion
speed of the vertical motion was measured at 6.34 cm/sec, the sinus lift motion was 8.01 cm/sec, and the
side winding motion was 26.5 cm/s. As a result of attaching the DAM, the locomotion speed of the
vertical motion increased by 29.96%, sinus lifting motion increased by 48.31%, and side winding
motion increased by 22.6%. In this way, it was confirmed that the DAM plays a role not only in stable
locomotion on a slope but also in increasing locomotion speed on flat terrain.
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3.3. Friction Experiment of the DAM and the Frame

Each mean friction coefficients of the DAM and the frame were 0.050 and 0.044, respectively, as a
result of the three repetitive experiments as shown in Figure 17. The difference between the two friction
coefficients was 0.006, so we confirmed that the DAM did not change the friction property.

3.4. Locomotion Experiment Results on Various Terrains

When the DAM was not attached, the snake robot rolled down when performing the vertical
motion, side winding motion, and sinus lifting motion due to unstable terrain. On the other hand,
when the 12 cm DAM was attached, the snake robot conducted the same three locomotion types well
in the same environment. The results are shown in Figures 18 and 19. In the case of vertical motion,
the robot was not rolled and was able to go down the slope as shown in Figure 18. Next, we confirmed
that both side winding motion and sinus lifting motion did not roll down on the slope and went
down stably.
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Figure 19. Performance of side winding and sinus lifting motion with the DAM in rough terrain.

The experiment on the 12 degrees slope that had obstacles was conducted for verifying the
ascending performance of the DAM. In the case of the snake robot without the DAM, the snake robot
rolled down when it hit the obstacles, as shown in Figure 20. In the case of the snake robot with the
DAM, the snake robot ascended the 12 degrees slope that had branches and gravel without rolling
down, as shown in Figure 21. In addition, the snake robot ascended the 12 degrees slope that had rocks
by pushing the rocks with the DAM, as shown in Figure 22.
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The experiment on the 30 degrees slope that had various obstacles was performed to verify the
descending performance of the DAM. In the case of the snake robot without the DAM, the snake robot
rolled down when it hit the obstacles, as shown in Figure 23. In the case of the snake robot with the
DAM, the snake robot descended the 30 degrees slope that had branches, gravel, and rocks without
rolling down, as shown in Figure 24.Appl. Sci. 2020, 10, x FOR PEER REVIEW 16 of 19 
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Figure 24. Performance of the descending motion with the DAM on the slope.

The experiment on the surface that was composed of gravel was conducted to verify the robust
performance of the DAM. In the case of the snake robot without the DAM, the snake robot rolled down
when it hit the gravel, as shown in Figure 25a,b, when the snake robot performed vertical motion and
sinus lifting motion. With vertical motion of the snake robot with the DAM, the snake robot moved
forward, but it got caught in the gravelly field, as shown in Figure 26a. In the sinus lifting motion of
the snake robot with the DAM, the snake robot moved forward without catching in the gravelly field,
as shown in Figure 26b, because the DAM pushed the gravel with the propulsion of the snake robot.
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4. Discussion and Conclusions

In this paper, we showed that when the driving assistant mechanism (DAM) is attached to a snake
robot, it can perform locomotion on rough terrain such as a slope or grasslands without additional
driving algorithms and sensors. In the slope environment, vertical motion and side winding motion can
be used in descending the slope and vertical motion can be used in ascending the slope. Sinus lifting
motion can be used in transverse motion of a slope environment. However, it is impossible for the
DAM alone to overcome all terrain. In other words, if the DAM, driving algorithm, and sensors are in
harmony, higher slopes and rougher terrains can be overcome. In addition, the DAM can be studied in
the future for various materials such as soft materials and shapes.

A dynamic analysis of a snake robot with a DAM for vertical motion was conducted in this paper.
The results were compared with the experiment’s results in a slope condition. The maximum error
between the theoretical values and the experiment values was 49% when the DAM length was 12 cm,
and the minimum error value was 25% when the DAM length was 18 cm. In addition, it was confirmed
that as the length of the DAM became longer, the maximum slope angle that the snake robot could
overcome became larger from both the dynamic analysis and the experiment. When the length of DAM
was 18 cm, it was confirmed that the snake robot did not roll down on a 42 degrees slope. However,
if the length of the DAM becomes longer, the advantage of the snake robot being able to move through
narrow terrain is reduced, and there is a possibility that the operation of the snake robot’s motor may
be interrupted. Therefore, DAMs must be able to fold and unfold if they are going to be used in the
field. In addition, it is expected that advanced dynamic modeling of the side winding motion and
sinus lifting motion will help overcome rough terrain effectively.

In locomotion experiments, it was confirmed that the locomotion speed was increased by the DAM.
The locomotion speed increased by 29.96%, 48.31%, and 22.6% in the vertical motion, sinus lifting
motion, and side winding motion, respectively. We measured the friction coefficient to find out the
reason for the improvement in the speed. However, there was not a distinct difference between DAM’s
friction coefficient and the frame’s friction coefficient; the friction coefficients of the DAM and the frame
were 0.050 and 0.044, respectively. The improvement in the speed may be caused by other changes
of dynamic properties and the clear reason of the improvement can be researched in future work.
Through experiments on rough terrain, such as on a slope and in a gravelly field, it was confirmed
that the DAM improved the locomotion performance. The DAM prevented rolling of the snake robot
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down on the slope and generated propulsion by pushing on the obstacles with the DAM. In the slope
environment, the vertical motion with the DAM is suitable for ascending slopes and the sinus lifting
motion with the DAM is suitable for descending slope. One drawback that was found is that the DAM
caught in obstacles, however, this can be overcome by the sinus lifting motion. In this experiment,
we confirmed that the sinus lifting motion with the DAM has robustness in an environment that
has obstacles.
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